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Category:Scientists from Illinois Category:20th-century American inventorsSuiseki (collectible figurine) A suiseki (海瀬七玲, Japanese for "marbled seven rocks") is a type of Japanese collectible figurine that represent a type of Japanese landscape element, a. The word suiseki is Japanese for "marbled seven rocks", referring to the number of stones traditionally used to form a suiseki. Each suiseki is
typically made from a single rock or a group of rocks. Etymology The word suiseki in Japanese literally means "marbled seven rocks", and is taken from the Chinese word, meaning seven rocks. In ancient China, these rock sculptures were often used to form a dragon's body or several snakes, or an assortment of trees, fruit trees, rocks, and grasses. In Japan, suiseki became a popular form of
landscape design that was first used in the Kamakura period and blossomed in the Muromachi period. There are several interpretations for how the number of rocks relates to the traditional Chinese seven. History Although there are no written records regarding suiseki or their use in Japan, it is speculated that suiseki were created during the early Heian period of Japanese history (794–1185). The
Japanese word for suiseki is, and is made from the Japanese words "seven" and, "rock". During the Kamakura period, suiseki evolved from being an artistic
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